In our daily life we access what we wish by direct physical engagement with our environment: we open a tap to obtain water, sit on a chair to rest our legs, cover our ears to protect ourselves from noise, and so forth. However, direct interaction with the physical environment accounts only for a fraction of operant human behavior. Specifically, we frequently achieve desirable outcomes through the mediation of others: we send e-mails expecting them to be read, we knock on doors in order to be let in, ask for favors, confess sins, and the like. Operant behavior maintained by the mediation of other people has been often acknowledged as a definition of verbal behavior ([@bib0145]). Behavioral psychotherapies such as functional-analytic psychotherapy and acceptance and commitment therapy present verbal behavior as any other form of operant behavior maintained ultimately by gaining access to reinforcing consequences (e.g., [@bib0060], [@bib0070], [@bib0090]).

For example, highly intense crying by a baby may be maintained by the food, comfort, and attention provided by her mother contingent upon intense crying. Similarly, the delusional statements of a client diagnosed with schizophrenia may be maintained by the responses of his social environment (e.g., attention from caregivers). Numerous empirical studies have validated specific aspects of the functional analysis of verbal behavior as originally presented by [@bib0145]. This body of evidence has primarily focused on the acquisition of basic verbal operants in individuals with language delays and, to a lesser extent, the acquisition of verbal operants in children of typical development ([@bib0050], [@bib0170]).

There are behavioral approaches to adult psychotherapy that make extensive use of behavioral concepts. Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) presents the avoidance of aversive private stimuli (i.e., experiential avoidance) as a distinct behavioral function of multiple clinical disorders ([@bib0060]). Likewise, functional-analytic psychotherapy (FAP) promotes the use of clinical observation in the context of client-therapist interaction as the basis for in-session functional analyses and real-time implementation of social consequences upon clinically-relevant behaviors ([@bib0070]). These approaches to psychotherapy have made extraordinary headway in the last 15 years. Yet, they present specific limitations. First, they have produced significant outcome literature, but limited process literature to validate the mechanisms that these interventions are said to mobilize. For example, the concept of verbal shaping in the context of verbal interaction between the client and the therapist has not been demonstrated using single-subject experimental evaluations for FAP. Second, their approach to the functional analysis of clinically-relevant behaviors is limited to specific behavior processes: derived responding and experiential avoidance in the case of ACT and within-session client-therapist interactions in the case of FAP. The standpoint introduced here attempts to supplement these approaches.

The verbal behavior and functional analysis literatures of individuals with developmental and intellectual disabilities have in large part, developed independently from clinical behavior analysis ([@bib0170], [@bib0185], [@bib0190]). The intent of the present conceptual analysis is to illustrate how the corpus of evidence of the applied experimental literature in the field of behavior analysis presents opportunities for clinical behavior analysis. This approach could expand our understanding of the functional relations and verbal behavior dynamics occurring in clinical contexts.

In this article, we will illustrate this translational approach by focusing primarily, but not exclusively, on the experimental research on language acquisition from the applied behavior analysis literature. For the purposes of brevity and didactic simplicity, we will discuss only fundamental verbal processes. The main aim of this analysis is to promote greater interaction between the various branches of behavior analysis. This approach is based on clinical observations and not on empirical research. Thus we will refrain from making direct recommendations. A fully translational study would require confirmation of the hypotheses presented here as a conceptual analysis.

A unit of analysis {#sec0005}
==================

The functional analysis of verbal behavior scrutinizes language using the same set of behavioral principles commonly used for motor behaviors. Thus, we will analyze verbal behavior using three- or four-term contingencies. The former is comprised of the current environment (discriminative stimuli), a verbal response, and social, sensory or cognitive consequence to that verbal response, while the latter incorporates motivating operations or factors that may alter the relation between the response and its consequences ([@bib0075]). The addition of multiple contingency relations could account for the complexity of clinical phenomena including multiple causal factors, interactive causality, moderating and mediating variables, contextual issues, multimodal (e.g., biological, cognitive) influences, and the dynamic nature of functional relations (see for instance [@bib0065]). Nonetheless, the examples presented here, albeit based on real clinical cases, have been intentionally kept as simple and lineal as possible.

A translational approach to basic verbal processes {#sec0010}
==================================================

There is a taxonomy of three and four-term contingencies of fundamental verbal behavior processes commonly referred to as verbal operants. The behavioral literature on developmental and intellectual disabilities has demonstrated that, when absent, verbal operants can be established by arranging antecedents and consequences systematically. We will discuss some of this literature in the sections below from a translational perspective.

Two players in a verbal exchange: The speaker and the listener {#sec0015}
==============================================================

A verbal operant involves a single exchange between a speaker producing a verbal response and a listener reacting upon the verbal response of the speaker. The response of the listener is signaled by the behavior of the speaker and often, but not always, reinforces the behavior of the speaker. For example, Manuel, a 55-year old man with depression, frequently vocalizes statements that describe him as worthless. These vocalizations are often followed by statements of re-assurance from his partner Olivia: --*Manuel:* I get older everyday. I have nothing to look forward to other than being ignored and forgotten.--*Olivia:* That is not true dear. Your family loves you.--*Manuel:* You are the only one.--*Olivia:* Come on, you know that that\'s not true.

In this brief episode, Manuel\'s first statement is a speaker\'s response followed by a listener\'s response (Olivia\'s), which reinforces Manuel\'s initial utterance. Interestingly, Manuel also behaves as listener towards Olivia\'s first response. As seen in the example, the roles of speaker and listener change continuously during a verbal episode ([@bib0085]). Communication can only be established when all individuals in a verbal exchange behave both as speaker and listener.

We can analyze this verbal episode further by using three-term contingencies. If we take Olivia\'s perspective, Manuel\'s initial response ("I get older every day...") would be a discriminative stimulus signaling that a particular verbal class (i.e., statements of reassurance such as: "That is not true dear...") is likely to be followed by some form of generalized social reinforcement ("You are the only one"). In a clinical context, verbal episodes are usually analyzed taking an arbitrary verbalization of the therapist as the initial point of analysis. This approach is arbitrary as verbal operants are frequently sequenced in long chains. Experimental evidence from the developmental disability and verbal behavior acquisition literatures reveals that these two repertoires are acquired independently: having one does not entail the occurrence of the other ([@bib0120], [@bib0130]). This evidence has some potential clinical implications. It suggests that speaker and listener repertoires need to be developed and reinforced independently. While all typical adults have speaker and listener repertoires to various degrees, they are often asymmetrical. Various clinical problems might involve notorious speaker repertoire limitations (e.g., paranoid ideation, social skills deficits, selective mutism), while for others, restrictions in the listener repertoire might be more prominent (e.g., too strict or too lax instruction-following, alexithymia).

The echoic {#sec0020}
==========

The echoic is a verbal operant composed of a vocal response with point-to-point correspondence to a verbal antecedent and is maintained by social consequences. For example, a student repeating a word exactly as the teacher models it (Teacher: "Say the word 'mountain'." Student: "Mountain."). In spite of being among the first verbal operants to be acquired, echoics remain central to a number of daily life and clinical contexts. For instance, repeating a sentence to facilitate a delayed response to a verbal antecedent that is no longer present (e.g., trying to memorize a word or number we just heard by repeating it), learning a listener\'s response that would benefit from a more extended exposure to the verbal antecedent (e.g., repeating a sentence several times trying to "understand" it), or trying to optimize point-to-point correspondence for a not yet fully acquired vocal form (e.g., repeating a new word until we can pronounce it correctly).

There is significant evidence from the applied experimental literature on verbal acquisition suggesting that the echoic can facilitate the acquisition of more advanced and complex verbal operants such as mands, tacts, or intraverbals (e.g., [@bib0045]). This finding may have some implications for the functional analysis of verbal behavior in clinical settings. Being able to echo statements coming from the therapist or from the client\'s social environment might be an important skill to recall these statements or to establish important responses that would later become intraverbals. For example, a client with social skills deficit in the context of abusive behavior from others may be more likely to respond effectively after an adaptive vocal response has been echoed and rehearsed from a competent model (e.g., "Leave me alone, I won't do it!"). In this respect, the applied research in developmental disabilities suggests that the echoic is often a form of temporary scaffolding (i.e., echoic prompt) for more advanced verbal operants that when established, result in the echoic gradually fading away.

The mand {#sec0025}
========

The mand is a verbal operant under the control of a motivating factor and maintained by a specific stimulus delivered by the listener. For example, asking for water (mand) when thirsty (motivating factor) is likely to result in the presentation of water (specific reinforcer). The motivating factor temporarily alters the reinforcing value of the stimulus that maintains the mand ([@bib0075]).

Motivating factors affecting the mand are greatly varied. For example, the reinforcing value of water may increase as a function of the ingestion of salty appetizers. In this example, ingesting salty appetizers motivates water ingestion. In a more clinically relevant example, social approval may work as a strong reinforcer for an adult deprived from peer approval and positive social exchanges. By contrast, motivating factors can also abolish a reinforcer. For example, studies evaluating the functional role of certain psychotropic drugs have shown that stimulant medication can abolish the reinforcing properties of some social stimuli (peer-play) in children with ADHD ([@bib0080]).

The mand has been elaborated from a clinical behavior analysis perspective by the FAP ([@bib0070]). However, a translational approach from the applied experimental literature may still provide novel insights into the clinical implications of the mand. In populations with developmental disabilities, a range of problem behaviors can be approached as inappropriate mands, that is, problem behaviors that provide access to specific reinforcers, such as special types of attention or removal of non-preferred activities ([@bib0190]). Similarly, inappropriate mands are likely to be encountered in typical adults. Interestingly, an array of psychiatric terms suggests the presence of inappropriate mands. For example, common psychiatric and psychological labels such as "acting out," "attention seeking," "dependent personality," or "Munchäusen syndrome," all refer to patterns of behavior defined by the presence of inappropriate mands, i.e., clinically relevant behaviors likely to be maintained by specific forms of attention from others.[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"}

The analysis of motivating factors is central to the understanding of adult clinical behavior. For example, intense negative emotional or physiological responses such as depression, stress, or pain, may function as motivating factors that abolish the effect of preexisting reinforcers on behavior. Therefore, individuals under their influence are less likely to engage in behavior that was previously followed by reinforcement, such as leisure activities (see for instance [@bib0105]). Moreover, long term exposure to motivating factors such as "depressive mood" can result in the phenomenon sometimes referred to as "forgetting the reinforcer" or "forgetting the contingency" ([@bib0100]), which could result in low rates of certain classes of operant behavior even after the motivating factor is no longer in effect.

Similarly, individuals that are responsive to a short collection of reinforcers are likely to become satiated (i.e., the reinforcer loses its value) of them or exhibit a low rate of reinforced behavior when a particular reinforcer is no longer available. An example of this would be an individual with a restricted off-work social network becoming depressed after retirement, or an individual becoming depressed after an injury that prevents him from engaging in his only hobby (e.g., playing golf). Low frequency of manding behavior could suggest that people under the influence of specific motivating factors warrant further clinical exploration. This interpretation is consistent with the mediating role of reinforcement on depression (e.g., [@bib0015]).

The development of a comprehensive technology for the identification of the reinforcers that maintain clinically-significant behaviors remains an important challenge of behavioral psychotherapies. For example, FAP focuses on the therapist as the central source for reinforcement, but pays less attention to the reinforcers outside the session. Even if we assume that the therapist is the central source of reinforcement during client-therapist interaction, we still know very little about the behavioral process through which the therapist becomes a generalized source of social reinforcement. In this connection, the need for a methodology for assessing preferences and reinforcers may be a potential area for translational research, for this methodology is well-developed in the applied experimental literature on developmental and intellectual disabilities. The evaluation of preferences toward leisure and social stimuli may be transferable with minor modifications to the adult population (see for example [@bib0180]).

The tact {#sec0030}
========

The tact is a verbal operant under the control of nonverbal antecedents (e.g., object, event, abstract characteristics of the physical and social environment) and is maintained by social consequences. Nouns such as "apple," "inflation," "sadness," or "personality" frequently function as tacts. Tacting is a speaker\'s response that requires the mediation of a listener who is able to provide social reinforcement. Let us consider the process of learning the names of novel objects. For example, a teacher presents photos of different trees and prompts her students to produce the name of the trees and praises them for uttering correct responses. This example illustrates the basic features of tacting: the teacher used nonverbal stimuli (photos of trees) that served as antecedents for specific verbal responses (names of trees) followed by social consequences in the form of praise. In a clinical example, Lucas' therapist hypothesizes that his tendency toward dependent relations is the result of an inability to verbalize his personal preferences and goals. His therapist has designed an intervention aimed specifically at expanding a particular tacting repertoire: verbalizations describing preferences and personal short and long-term goals.

The tacting repertoire of an individual determines the nature and the quality of his interaction with the environment. An ample tacting repertoire provides the speaker with a wide range of resources to interact with his or her environment and obtain reinforcement from a range of audiences. This is epitomized in Wittgenstein aphorism, "\[t\]he limits of my language signify the limits of my world" ([@bib0195], § 5.6) (cf. "the limits of my tacting repertoire are the limits of my ability to interact with the environment").

The experimental literature with children with and without disabilities provides evidence for a close relation between the tacting and manding repertoires. Specifically, mand training may facilitate the acquisition of tacts ([@bib0020]). This literature may have some relevance to clinical work with adults. Specifically, in adult populations, tacting may be a prerequisite for manding, which could be a desirable outcome in many clinical contexts. In Lucas' example, he would be more likely to mand for his preferences and goals (e.g., "I do not want to go to the movies, I would prefer to go to the theater"), after an appropriate tacting repertoire for personal preferences and goals has been established.

Further, many clinical problems seem to be the result of poor tact relations with the physical and social environments. Inaccurate tacts are present as part of the defining features of diagnostic labels such as schizophrenia, depression, and anorexia (e.g., a young female with a body mass index of 16 describing her body as "fat;" an adult tacting a stomachache as "having a bomb in my stomach"). Interestingly, idiosyncratic tacts, albeit not shared by the verbal community, may still be reinforced by it. In fact, there is evidence in the applied experimental literature that specific responses from the client\'s social environment can maintain delusional verbalizations (see for instance [@bib0155]).

An additional mechanism through which inaccurate tacting may be maintained results from the speaker behaving as his or her own listener. Verbally competent individuals can react upon and modify their own verbal behavior in order to access reinforcers or reduce aversive stimulation. This complex process has been discussed in the context of advanced verbal training in individuals with learning disabilities ([@bib0050]). However, it may be a process contributing to highly idiosyncratic forms of verbal behavior in typically developed adults such as delusions. Delusional verbalizations present many attributes that are consistent with a long history of verbal exchanges where the speaker has functioned as the primary audience. Some of these attributes include the progressive sophistication of delusions overtime, their relation with the immediate social environment of the individual ([@bib0110]), and the high prevalence of delusional ideation in the nonclinical population ([@bib0030]). For example, the delusional behavior of a client describing his boss as the devil might have been preceded as an indistinct avoidance toward the work environment and the presence of tacts about the existence of the supernatural accepted or even encouraged by his social niche. Complex speaker-listener exchanges such as the one suggested here are better described in terms of intraverbal dynamics.

Intraverbal dynamics {#sec0035}
====================

The intraverbal is a verbal operant composed of a verbal response anteceded by a verbalization from another speaker and maintained by the social response provided by a listener. Engaging in conversation, answering questions, or interacting verbally with a client are activities that may be characterized as sequences of intraverbals. The applied experimental literature with people with and without developmental disabilities suggests that basic behavior processes such as matching, shaping, and chaining are often embedded in intraverbal exchanges.

An experimental analysis by [@bib0005] demonstrated that social reinforcement in the form of attention could predict quantitative aspects of the speaker\'s behavior. The authors asked participants to express opinions about different topics while a confederate was instructed by the experimenter to moderate the session by expressing agreement or disagreement with each individual at different frequencies. The results showed that the rate of social reinforcement explained the rate of verbalizations aligning with the moderator\'s opinions. The relationship between rate of reinforcement and rate of behavior followed a matching equation that has been well validated in the basic and applied experimental literatures. While the study did not specifically track verbal shaping processes, it illustrated how verbal responses, at least under certain social settings, tend to maximize access to reinforcement. In the context of skills that are already acquired (cf. expressed opinions about various topics), response allocation may accommodate a matching relation, while in the context of skills that are being acquired (cf., acquisition of verbal classes consistent with psychotherapeutic goals in [@bib0035]), behavior changes may be better characterized by way of a shaping process.

Verbal shaping comprises the delivery of differential consequences to responses meeting a series of behavior criteria arranged in gradual approximations to a final verbal performance. During the shaping process, (a) reinforcers are delivered following the occurrence of behavior that meets a temporary criterion for reinforcement and (b) reinforcing consequences for verbal performances not meeting the criteria or meeting earlier interim criteria are withheld--these are said to be on extinction. Shaping may have a significant role in the acquisition of the first echoics when articulatory accuracy is being established. For example, adults are likely to downgrade vocal models while engaging in infant-oriented speech in order to increase the likelihood of reinforcement of infant vocalizations (see for instance [@bib0115]). Similarly, practitioners are turning to use phonetic transcriptions to shape vocal production in children with autism ([@bib0160]).

Verbal shaping may not only be relevant to the acquisition of new vocalizations or words, but also to the acquisition of complex verbal operants and response classes. For instance, verbal shaping has been used to encourage uttering specific types of nouns, pronouns, suffixes, verbs, or semantic categories (e.g., [@bib0150]). Many have suggested that verbal shaping may be an active component of psychotherapy ([@bib0010], [@bib0175]). For example, in functional-analytic psychotherapy the therapist provides social reinforcement upon clinically-relevant social behavior hoping that within-session contingencies will carry through to the client\'s natural environment. Identifying this process as verbal shaping is to some extent a metaphor as the extinction of just-reinforced performances rarely occurs--i.e., the therapist may still provide some social reinforcement to below-target verbalizations albeit at a thinner schedule, or with social reinforcers of a lesser magnitude and quality. Moreover, *stricto sensu*, shaping progresses through specific dimensions of the target verbal response such as its form, latency, and degree of response independence. By contrast, that which is being reinforced may change constantly in psychotherapy (see for example [@bib0025]) and an arguably infinite set of verbal forms may still result in the same level of reinforcement. For example, at a given point in time the verbal response of a client, "I concede that my sister might have been right about my reaction being out of line," may receive the same level of reinforcement than the response, "Not returning John\'s phone call was an overreaction on my part."

Clinical interaction sequences of intraverbals are often part of greater units of intraverbal chains where a sequence of intraverbals leads to a "terminal" social reinforcer with interim conditioned verbal reinforcers on the part of the therapist. An example of this is an excerpt of Socratic debate where multiple client-therapist exchanges may be needed before the therapist can deliver some form of verbal approval. Social network analyses of the sequence of therapists' verbalization during session suggest that intraverbal chaining may be a prevalent process during clinical interaction ([@bib0175]; see an alternative approaches to in-session verbal exchanges in Frojan-Parga, Ruiz-Sancho, & Calero-Elvira, 2014; [@bib0125]).

In sum, client-therapist exchanges can be described, and possibly explained, in terms of intraverbal dynamics including intraverbal matching, intraverbal shaping, and intraverbal chaining. Matching, shaping, and chaining are behavioral processes that have been studied at length in the applied experimental literature. Thus, there might be a multitude of translational lessons to be learned from these behavior processes. For example, there is a number of experimental evaluations of backstepping procedures for shaping in the event of the client not reaching a pre-established criterion for reinforcement (see for example percentile shaping, fixed-outcome shaping, variable-outcome shaping, algorithmic shaping; [@bib0040], [@bib0055]). These procedures point to many research avenues potentially leading to useful clinical resources to recapture the client\'s verbal behavior on occasions where little progress is being made.

Conclusion {#sec0040}
==========

Research with individuals with disabilities generally focuses on relatively simple behaviors (e.g., self-injurious behavior, acquisition of mands) that are unlikely to be influenced by advanced verbal processes and complex learning histories that may disguise the relation between the behavior and its social environment. As a result, single-subject experimental demonstrations are possible. These research designs are often not suitable to clinical research with typical adults. Thus, the applied behavior analysis literature with developmental and intellectual disability populations may be an excellent, but often unintended, model for clinical behavior analysis in typical adults.

The therapeutic relationship is a social context capable of evoking and modifying the client\'s behavior. Thus, a functional analysis of the client-therapist verbal interaction could help to identify language-mediated learning processes that result in changes of behavior. Experimental analyses of verbal behavior have been successful in establishing basic and advanced verbal operants in individuals with developmental disabilities. We have presented some verbal behavior processes based on the applied experimental literature with these populations that are likely to occur during clinical interaction with typical adults. The evaluation and implementation of these processes may result in a number of clinical recommendations that could optimize the effects of psychotherapy once sufficient translational research is available. We have focused on basic processes that have not been fully elaborated by well-established behavioral psychotherapies. We argue that these models of intervention may benefit from the translational approach suggested here. Increasing interaction within the branches of behavior analysis is a major trend within this field ([@bib0165]). A new translational path that is yet to be taken involves the evaluation of those potential lessons taught by the assessment and treatment literatures in people with developmental and intellectual disability where most of the experimental research in behavior analysis has been conducted. This approach could generate many hypotheses pertaining to the client-therapist verbal interaction in psychology.
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In this context attention is narrowly defined as any kind of response from a third party. The exact form of attention that may be reinforcing for a particular individual is often idiosyncratic and has to be assessed on an individual basis as the experimental functional analysis literature suggests ([@bib0135], [@bib0140]). Note that inappropriate mands are also called disguised mands by [@bib0070], but in the context of the client-therapist interaction. For example, Manduchi and Schoendorff (2012) referred a case of disguised mand when "Luciana looked straight into her therapist\'s eyes and declared: 'You understand me...' The therapist felt the meaning was that she had an obligation always to 'understand,' which made her apprehend what would happen if she ever failed to provide such understanding" (p. 74).
